Abstract-In this paper we describe the use of a new neuromorphic computing framework to implement the navigation system for a roaming, obstacle avoidance robot. Using a Dynamic Adaptive Neural Network Array (DANNA) structure, our TENNLab (Laboratory of Tennesseans Exploring Neural Networks) hardware/software co-design framework and evolutionary optimization (EO) as the training algorithm, we create, train, implement, and test a spiking neural network autonomous robot control system using an array of neuromorphic computing elements built on an FPGA. The simplicity and flexibility of the DANNA neuromorphic computing elements allow for sufficient scale and connectivity on a Xilinx Kintex-7 FPGA to support sensory input and motor control for a mobile robot to navigate a dynamically changing environment. We further describe how more complex capabilities can be added using the same platform, e.g. object identification and tracking.
I. INTRODUCTION
Brain-inspired cognitive computing [1] , [2] and more specifically neuromorphic engineering [3] have attracted much research in neuromorphic computing structures to support complex tasks such as classification, pattern recognition, anomaly detection, and controls. The primary goal is to find a computational construct that has better scaling, energy, and space efficiency than traditional Von Neumann based computer architectures in data-intensive or resource-restricted applications. Spiking neural networks (SNNs) [4] - [6] have shown promise in their use in spatial-temporal pattern tasks as compared to conventional neural networks. But two challenges have limited the wide-spread use of SNNs: the lack of an effective application development environment with associative design rules, and the difficulty in efficiently representing neuromorphic elements and their connectivity (neurons and synapses) with existing CMOS devices and computing constructs.
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In this paper, we describe the use of our neuromorphic computing framework and a configurable array of neuromorphic computing elements to build an autonomous robot that navigates its environment while avoiding obstacles. Our framework is based on a general model of spiking neural networks, allowing flexibility on the physical implementation of the neural network. One of the unique attributes of our neuromorphic computing framework is that the system structure is determined by a dynamic optimization method, versus an a priori defined, fixed structure (as most other approaches are). SNNs are created for a specific application with a combination of supervised learning (via genetic algorithms like evolutionary optimization: EO) and unsupervised learning (via Spike Timing Dependent Plasticity: STDP). We leverage a Dynamic Adaptive Neural Network Array (DANNA) [7] to physically implement the spiking neural network. DANNA uses an array of configurable neuromorphic computing elements; each element can be dynamically configured as a neuron, synapse, or fan-out/pass-thru element. The elements' configuration and/or parameters can be optimized during initial network creation (EO) or during run-time (STDP). This paper also covers the design, implementation, and testing of NeoN (Neuromorphic Control System for Autonomous Robotic Navigation.) Through the use of scanning LIDAR inputs and multiple motor control outputs, the NeoN neural network is implemented on an FPGA to control a roaming obstacle avoidance robot. Beyond signal conversion for the neural network inputs/outputs, no other computational construct beyond the physical spiking neural network is required. We explain results from our development and testing of NeoN. Finally, we discuss alternative parameters and optimizations that might yield better results as well as potential expanded capabilities to support target recognition, additional sensory inputs, and enhance mobility controls (e.g. drones).
II. RELATED WORK
Autonomous vehicle or robot control and navigation is an active area of research. The ability of a robot's controller to adapt to a changing environment while performing a set of explicit tasks is key to building effective autonomous capability.
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are popular in the design of autonomous robot/vehicle controllers given their adaptability, learning capabilities, and strong parallel processing capabilities. Example ANN constructs used in robot control systems include fuzzy logic [8] [9] , genetic algorithms [10] , [11] and neuro-fuzzy controllers [12] , [13] . Reinforcement learning is also a good choice for robot controllers [14] .
Spiking Neural Networks (SNNs) compose another class of ANN constructs. They use pulse trains to encode spatialtemporal information for computation and communication. SNNs have shown strong ability to support classification and pattern recognition applications [6] . More recently SNNs are being considered for robotic control. Floreano et al. [15] , [16] have shown how genetic algorithms can be used to evolve SNNs controllers for autonomous vision-based robots. Other vision based robot control examples using SNNs include Soula et al. [17] and Saffari [18] . Di Paolo [19] has also demonstrated the use of spike-timing dependent plasticity (STDP) and genetic algorithms to create SNNs to control a light-seeking robot. While all of these examples have shown promising results, they all use software representations and/or simulations of the SNNs running on traditional computing platforms. Our goal is to build hardware-based neuromorphic elements integrated into SNNs created using supervised and unsupervised learning.
Another computational model for SNNs called liquid state machines (LSM) has been developed by Maass and Markham [20] . An LSM consists of a set of input neurons which transmit input spike trains to "reservoir neurons" organized in a recurrent structure. A group of "readout neurons" are connected through plastic synapses to the reservoir. The recurrent structure in the reservoir is created using neurons randomly connected by fixed synapses. The LSM structure lends itself to hardware-based implementation for real-time applications. Schrauwen et al. [21] implemented an LSM for real-time speech recognition on an FPGA. Wang et al. [22] proposed a general-purpose LSM processor architecture built using an FPGA and further used an FPGA-based LSM for pattern recognition [23] . The static structure of the reservoir (fixed connects amoung reservoir elements), along with requiring all reservoir neurons to connect to the output neurons (via plastic synapses) limits the flexibility and scalability of the structure.
For a more complete view of the field of neuromorphic computing, including SNN structures, Schuman et al. [24] provide a survey of the area. While there are several-system level neuromorphic computing architectures (SpiNNaker [25] , TrueNorth [26] , and FACETS/BrainScaleS [27] ), none of them are well suited for real-time control applications, and their physical size will not accommodate the constraints of an autonomous robot's environment. One of the newest neuromorphic computing architectures is NIDA (Neuroscience-Inspired Dynamic Architecture) [28] . NIDA is a software model for SNNs featuring analog neurons and synapses with a simple set of parameters: neurons have thresholds and accumulate charge, and synapses transmit weights and represent distance between neurons. One of the attributes that differentiates the NIDA system architecture over other Neuromorphic Computing structures is that a NIDA system structure is determined by a dynamic optimization method, versus an a priori defined, fixed structure (as most other approaches are). These dynamic optimizations can occur during supervised (e.g. application design) and unsupervised (real-time) learning. The other major innovation that differentiates NIDA is the use of evolutionary optimization (EO) to create neural network based solutions (versus deep learning, which many other approaches leverage).
III. DANNA ARCHITECTURE AND CO-DESIGN FRAMEWORK
Dynamic Adaptive Neural Network Arrays (DANNAs) are neuromorphic systems based on the NIDA architecture described above. DANNAs exhibit spiking behaviors and can be designed using evolutionary optimization. DANNAs are a new, distinct architecture from von Neumann architectures and are intended to leverage select characteristics of the brain to implement a computational structure well suited to certain applications [29] (e.g. classification, controls, and anomaly detection.) DANNAs are composed of an array of generic elements, where each element can be configured to act as neurons, synapses, or fan-out/pass-thru elements, and are connected to their nearest neighbors in the array.
DANNA elements configured as neurons have a programmable threshold and input enables for each of the nearest neighbor elements connections. Thus a DANNA neuron can have multiple input synapses. DANNA elements configured as synapses have a programmable weight, refractory period, delay/distance, and input enable. A DANNA synapse can have one input neuron and one output neuron connection. Also, a synapse output neuron connection provides feedback which is used for STDP in the form of long-term potentiation (LTP) and long-term depression (LTD) [30] . The fan-out/passthru element is a specially programmed synapse with one input and one or more outputs. Because of this, they can be chained together to create long distance connections and can also be used to increase the fan-out of a connected element. In our initial DANNA hardware implementations, element connectivity is restricted to its 16 nearest neighbors (Figure 1) . To increase the number of connections, additional connections can be simply added to further out layers (in multiples of eight.)
The basic components of our co-design framework [31] are in Figure 2 . At the center is a software core, which defines interfaces that allow the other three components to interoperate, and implements functionalities common across components. We have developed three neuromorphic architectures within this framework. They share the same neuroscience-inspired neuromorphic element definitions and structure, only differing by how functions are implemented. Our machine learning methodology is a combination of supervised and unsupervised learning. The supervised learning relies on a genetic algorithm approach, where both parameters (e.g., neuron thresholds, synapse weights) and neuron/synapse structures are modified in evolutionary optimization. When a network is generated Fig. 1 . Nearest neighbor connection scheme of a single DANNA element in an array [29] .
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IV. MOTIVATION
One of the key capabilities for our neuromorphic computing framework is the ability to support applications which require interfacing in real-time to the real world. Our architecture also supports a broad set of applications, including control systems. To demonstrate the capability of our neuromorphic computing framework and our ability to interact with the real world, we used DANNA to implement the navigational (roaming), sensory input (collision avoidance) and control (motor control) functions for an autonomous robot. The first objective was to build a robot that avoided obstacles while exploring its environment. Our second objective was to only use DANNA array elements for control and interfacing of the robot, avoiding use of traditional processing units and programming methods. The third objective was to use our V. DESIGN Figure 3 shows the completed robot. To keep its movement simple, we use a tank drivetrain. This simplifies the network's output because it only requires the power for the left motor and the power for the right motor.
We use a LIDAR sensor to detect obstacles. The sensor measures distance by pulsing a laser and measuring the light reflected back to the sensor. We use a servo to sweep the LIDAR in a 120 degree arc, taking measurements every 30 degrees.
To avoid falling off ledges or stairs, we use whiskers on limit switches such that the whiskers extend beyond the front of the robot. The limit switches are activated when the whiskers go off the ledge, alerting the robot to the danger with enough time to react and avoid the hazard.
VI. IMPLEMENTATION & TRAINING

A. Digital Design
In order to implement the DANNA network on the robot, we use a Xilinx Kintex-7 FPGA as described in Figure 4 . In order to provide easy programmability and monitoring of system input and output, a Microblaze core is implemented in the FPGA. While a simple state machine would be sufficient, this design offers us great flexibility to evaluate different components on the robot as well as different spike mapping schemes.
Microblaze interfaces with a collection of I/O modules which directly interact with components such as servos, LI-DAR, and motors. Readings are taken from the LIDAR periodically at set positions. These readings are mapped to spiking inputs, stored in memory, and read by the DANNA network via a direct memory access (DMA) engine. As DANNA produces output spikes, it streams these back into system memory using the same DMA engine. The Microblaze core is then responsible for mapping the output spikes to PWM signals to control the speeds of the two motors. The entire process repeats for each servo position resulting in control updates several times per second.
B. DANNA Neural Network Inputs and Outputs
The natural inputs to the DANNA neural network are the LIDAR and limit switch readings. We apply the five LIDAR readings (a reading every 30 degrees in a 120 degree sweep) and two limit switch readings to the first seven inputs in the network (see Figure 5 ). Because smaller value LIDAR readings represent shorter distances, we map these sensor readings in reverse correspondence to the input fire weights. Therefore, the maximum LIDAR reading corresponds to a DANNA input fire weight of 0 and the minimum LIDAR reading corresponds to a DANNA max fire weight of 127. We experimented with different settings for the maximum LIDAR value. We found that capping the maximum distance at 1m worked well because it filters out the unnecessary information about faraway obstacles and allows the robot to get somewhat close to the obstacles. Conversely, allowing the minimum reading to be 0 led to the robot getting too close to obstacles. Therefore, we used 0.3m as the minimum reading. For the limit switch inputs, we apply a fire input with a fire weight of 127 when the switch is activated. A fire is not sent if the limit switch is not activated.
When using these as the only inputs to the network, several issues were identified. First, if the limit switches are not activated and the LIDAR does not see anything (no readings within the specified range of 1m), there will not be any input fires on the network. By not giving any input, the neural network will drive the robot in a straight line, minimizing "roaming" and coverage of the existing open area. To overcome this problem, we added a bias input, which gets a pulse every time the LIDAR sweeps and scans for obstacles.
Another problem resulted from trained neural networks tending to naturally act with a bias, such as always turning left when encountering an obstacle. This behavior can result in the robot moving in circles, even if there is an obvious way to exit a confined space. To alleviate this problem, an input was added which provided the network with a random number. This random number input provided additional variation in the network's activity, making the network more likely to avoid repetitive or deterministic loops.
The network uses four outputs, two to control the left motor (Left Motor FW and Left Motor BW) and two to control the right motor (Right Motor FW and Right Motor BW). We use a default motor power of 50% forward. Each fire of a motor's FW output pushes the motor's power forward by 10 percentage points, while firing a motor's BW output decreases the motor's power by 10 percentage points.
When training, via our simulation environment, we apply input fires every 0.02 seconds to the DANNA network. We then let the network run for 100 DANNA cycles, counting the output fires and applying the corresponding motor powers to the motors. Note a "DANNA cycle" is equivalent to the maximum "spiking input rate" for the DANNA element. The maximum spiking input rate is set by the constraints of the design and devices used to implement the DANNA elements in a physical DANNA neural network.
C. DANNA Neural Network Training
We implemented a complete simulation of the system so the EO can perform its training in a tractable period of time. A physical DANNA network can also be used during the training process, but the simulation environment provided better insight into the progress, structure, and state of the neural network. To support the neural network training environment, we modified an existing navigation simulation environment built by our team called XDNav [32] and added walls, ledges, LIDAR, limit switches, and tank drivetrain movement.
Since our robot has no target, choosing how to reward it in the learning process is somewhat difficult. We investigated two different scoring functions, each of which stops scoring once the robot hits an obstacle (representing a failed training session). 
1) Forward Motion:
This simple method encourages movement by summing the positive forward component of the robot's motion at each output step.
2) Grid Coverage: For the Grid Coverage scoring method, we divided the training room into a set of square tiles and gave the network a point for every tile it touched. This encourages larger-scale movements by penalizing the robot for staying in the same location or for retracing its steps.
VII. TESTING AND RESULTS
A. Simulation
For training and testing, we simulated the robot in an empty room, in a room with obstacles, and on a table with obstacles, using 8 different obstacle configurations. We experimented with the two scoring methodologies discussed above and tried different penalties levels for when the robot failed to avoid obstacles. We found that reducing the fitness score by 40% if the robot hit an obstacle or fell off a ledge worked well. A higher penalty led to the robot staying as far as possible from obstacles, making it impossible to navigate through the environment, and a lower penalty made it very likely to crash into obstacles.
To generate networks, we used the master-slave distributed EO method described in [28] using seven nodes (each with a Quad-Core AMD Opteron Processor) with eight threads each. We stopped each EO process after running for 300 epochs or 4 hours, whichever came first. If a run produced a good network (greater than 45% grid coverage), we inserted that network as a seed in the EO's initial population and ran it once more with the same time constraints.
The networks we trained with the Forward Motion method tended to move in fixed circles, likely because a circle is a simple way to avoid hitting obstacles while still having a positive forward component of motion.
Networks trained with the Grid Coverage method exhibited good wandering abilities but had a very simple and predictable behavior. They tended to curve in a large arc when the sensors had no input, and they turned more sharply in the same (Figure 6a ) or the opposite direction (Figure 6b ) whenever seeing an obstacle. This behavior meant these networks tended to loop in a small area or follow the edges of obstacles or the walls of the room. Figure 6 shows the paths taken by two of these networks.
To discourage the wall-following behavior of the Grid Coverage method, we increased the training room size and weighted the grid coverage function so that cells on the edge of the room would give zero points and cells in the center of the room would give the largest score. The networks generated using this scoring method tended to move in straight lines. When they encountered an obstacle, they turned sharply away from the obstacle and established a new straight line course. This likely came about because the wall is the obstacle the robot encounters the most, so to get to the center of the room, it must take a very sharp turn followed by straight movement. We decided that the unweighted Grid Coverage method better generated the wandering behavior we desired, so we used that for our further testing.
The networks we generated using our seven node cluster had the problem of ignoring at least one of the LIDAR inputs, thereby giving the robot a blind spot where it was likely to collide with obstacles. In an attempt to find a network that would crash less often, we ran the EO process on 18,000 nodes of ORNL's supercomputer Titan for 24 hours using the supermaster master-slave method described in [28] . This generated a network that obtained a significantly higher Grid Coverage score than the ones generated by the seven node cluster, and it is very rare for it to crash into obstacles. Surprisingly, it stilled ignores one of the LIDAR inputs, which leads us to believe that four inputs may be sufficient.
B. Physical Evaluation
After developing an extensive simulation and evolving some networks, we loaded a network onto the physical implementation of NeoN. Unlike the simulation, it is more difficult to quantitatively evaluate the performance. In order to test how it responded to real world conditions, we set up various random environments which differed from its training set, and we then allowed NeoN to navigate through the space. Our selected best network was able to successfully avoid a range of obstacles of varying sizes, and it was seldom caught in an inescapable loop. It did, however, show the characteristics noticed in the simulation. It had a tendency to sometimes take large arcing loops around a room, and it sometimes attempted to avoid obstacles earlier than necessary.
Overall, our implemented robot was observed to follow the behavior shown in the simulation. One difference we noticed is that lower motor powers sometimes resulted in the motors stalling depending on the flooring surface. This can be compensated for by adding encoders and closing the control loop with a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller, but that was outside the goals of the project as it would involve a traditional control scheme.
C. Power Efficiency Measurements
As part of our testing and monitoring of NeoN's operational characteristics, we sampled the current on each of the voltage rails on the Genesys 2 board using INA219 current monitors. Using these measurements, we were able to gather an overall power estimate for the FPGA board excluding switching losses. From our measurements combined with power estimates from Xilinx Vivado, we estimate DANNA's dynamic power usage to on the order of 250mW, about 5 percent of the total power consumed by the Genesys 2 board.
VIII. FUTURE WORK
NeoN was designed to allow us to explore neuromorphic control systems on a physical robot. This paper covers the initial development and our observations.
To yield improvements in the robot's navigation performance, we plan to continue to explore additional array configurations, array sizes, and input parameters. Also, various parameters in our fitness function and in the EO execution may be modified to yield improved results.
Another interesting concept is to attempt to leverage reservoir computing with DANNA acting as the reservoir component. Similar approaches have proven successful in the past, and we plan on exploring those concepts further.
Additionally, the FPGA design can be further optimized to increase the sampling rate to and from DANNA. By implementing more fixed function logic, and removing the DMA and Microblaze engines, we can achieve greater power efficiency.
Currently, NeoN only aims to wonder around a space. But the capacity of the platform used allows for the implemention of additional capability. Through an additional sensor, NeoN can be trained to sense and follow a dynamic target while avoiding other dynamic obstacles in the path. We also believe there is sufficient capacity in our platform to explore autonomous drone navigation.
Finally, NeoN can also be built using a related neuromorphic computing platform called mrDANNA [33] . mr-DANNA leverages memrister and mixed signal technologies to achieve greater power efficiency and component densities. A mrDANNA IC can reduce power usage and increase array densities by an order of magnitude.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated the potential of using a DANNA neuromorphic computing platform to control the movements of an autonomous robot. We built an array of configurable neuromorphic computing elements in hardware and used evolutionary optimization to train the system to roam and avoid obstacles. The resulting neural network and the interface used to interact with the physical world (e.g. scanning for obstacles and controlling the robot motors) proved to be effective in establishing a roaming behavior while avoiding collisions. This research demonstrates the potential for implementing DANNA neuromorphic computing elements in hardware and using them to create configurable neural networks for control of autonomous vehicles. Continued investigation into improving the neural network interfaces and optimizing the roaming behavior is required. We believe it will be possible to extend this capability to support autonomous control of robots and drones with advanced features like target identification, terrain analysis, and adaptive navigation.
